Post-Covid-19 pandemic: How safe is cadaver dissection in medical schools?

Covid-19 pandemisi sonrası: Tıp fakültelerinde kadavra diseksiyonu ne kadar güvenli?
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SUMMARY
The practice of cadaver dissection is still largely used as a primary way of teaching and learning anatomy in several medical schools globally due to its enormous advantages. Despite the rise in the call for technology integration of virtual teaching into the modern medical education, especially virtual dissection in teaching anatomy, most medical schools prefer the conventional wet laboratory dissections over the new virtual dissections that are emerging. The surge in the creation of medical schools has led to a proportionate rise in demand for cadavers needed for dissection. Nevertheless, using human cadavers for teaching and training roles is embraced with certain ethical uncertainties. The recent emergence of COVID-19 has raised questions on the continuous use of traditional cadaveric dissections, as the cause of the death and safety of the bodies for dissection may not be ascertained before use. This paper recommends the guidelines and protocols to be followed before the use of bodies for dissection, and also proposes the possible integration and use of virtual dissection for anatomy teaching during and after the COVID-19 pandemic.
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INTRODUCTION

The practice of cadaver dissection is still widely employed as a major means of teaching and learning anatomy in many medical schools globally. Cadaver dissection can be dated far back as 300 BC. It was regarded as a template for studying the structural details of the human body in the 15th century. The introductory cadaver dissection by the medical students was recorded in 16th century. In the 18th-century cadaver dissection was established as an expedient area of medical education which was mainly performed at the beginning of medical training. Presently, it remained a cogent component of the curriculum for many medical undergraduate students. Currently, there is an increase in the advocacy for technology integration of virtual teaching in modern medical education specifically virtual dissection in teaching anatomy. However, the majority of the medical schools and colleges continue to choose the conventional wet laboratory dissections over the new virtual dissections that are evolving. Although, the arguments for the continued use of cadaver are still ongoing globally, nonetheless, there is no suitable replacement available, thereby resulting in its incessant usage by most medical schools either wholly or partially depending on the nature of their respective curricula.

The advantages of cadaveric dissection have shown to outweigh its disadvantages as seen in several studies conducted on medical students in various climes. Cadaver dissection helps medical students to explore the human body realistically before performing any major and complex surgery on living patients. It also helps them in learning relations of human anatomic structures and the development of psychomotor skills during cadaveric dissection classes. Anatomical variations seen in individual cadaver helps to widen their scope of medical knowledge in addition to textbooks and anatomical models. The increase seen in the establishment of medical schools globally has also lead to a proportionate increase in demand for cadavers needed for dissection. However, the use of human cadavers for teaching and training purposes is encompassed with some ethical uncertainties.

One of the important issues regarding the use of cadavers for medical training is the sources of the cadavers. The International Federation of Associations of Anatomists (IFAA) recommended that only donated bodies be used for anatomy teaching and research. This is not unexpected following the dark history that trails the acquisition of bodies for anatomical dissection centuries ago. According to a two years survey conducted on sources of cadavers in 71 countries, 32% were donated while 57% were unclaimed bodies. A sharp contrast has been noted in the sources of cadavers from different regions. Cadavers received from donations are approximately 80–100% of the total sources of cadavers in European and North American medical schools while about 90% of African medical schools still depend on unclaimed bodies. According to a similar three years survey conducted in Africa (Nigeria), results showed that approximately 100% of the cadavers fell under the category of unclaimed bodies with no record of voluntary donation. This simply means that most countries in Africa depend almost solely on unclaimed bodies or bodies of felons, while some in the Middle-East depend on importation of cadavers from other countries.

The advent of the novel coronavirus disease in December 2019 from Wuhan city in China has become a global burden as 9,062,837 confirmed cases and 470,716 deaths have been recorded globally as of June 23, 2020. This emerging situation has introduced important dynamics for most human activities including anatomy education especially in countries that depend significantly on cadaver dissection. The most challenging issue is that some of these unclaimed bodies may not have medical records to ascertain the cause of death, which may pose a danger for dissection after the coronavirus pandemic subsides. Besides the nature of the death of these bodies, their safety for use by medical students for anatomical dissections is of great concern. Should the rise in COVID-19 mortalities result in increased availability and supply of cadavers for dissection, how safe would they be for students’ dissection in various medical schools around the globe?

The main mode of transmission of COVID-19 virus between individuals according to the World Health Organisation (WHO) report, is through droplets, fomites, and close contact with infected persons and possibly spread through feces. Although, as at the time of releasing this report in March 2020, there was no evidence of individuals getting infected from exposure to the bodies of people who died from COVID-19. However, the suspected risk of COVID-19 infection from a dead body to health care professionals handling such bodies cannot be overlooked. Also, it is often claimed that fixatives are effective for the inactivation of infectious agents, nonetheless, even though cadavers are fixed, it may still be infectious
to those handling them. Infectious diseases such as tuberculosis, gastro-intestinal pathogens, hepatitis B and C, HIV infection, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), hemorrhagic fever viruses such as Ebola may be contracted via cadavers according to research findings. Some researchers opined that people who had passed away from the new coronavirus disease 2019 may still be contagious even after death but how long these bodies can be infectious remains unknown, while others stated that it can remain contagious for hours or days.

The WHO confirmed that human severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) can remain infectious on surfaces as long as 9 days, as the SARS-CoV-2 virus has been detected after up to 72 hours in experimental conditions. A similar research work revealed that the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) is very resistant to alkaline treatment and, even more surprisingly, the efficacy of formaldehyde fumigation is not seen on the dried virus (based on the conditions tested). Nevertheless, their findings suggested that only heat (autoclave) and hypochlorite chloride treatments are efficacious treatments for the decontamination of SARS-CoV.

Ordinarily, embalming is not recommended for bodies who died from COVID-19 as it is not clear whether embalming is safe to practice. The supply of such infectious COVID-19 bodies for teaching in an academic environment will be catastrophic. Therefore, risk must not be taken at this critical time as research shows many sources of the cadavers are unclaimed bodies. Hence, there is a need to checkmate the safety of bodies that will be used for dissection. According to practice, cadaver dissection involves exploring all the tissues of the body including the visceral that might be lodged with body fluids thereby exposing the dissector to a higher risk of being infected.

We, therefore, recommend that before any cadaver will be acceptable and used for anatomical dissection purposes, the appropriate medical records of such bodies should be requested. COVID-19 screening or test should be conducted on such cadaver, while other infection prevention guidelines that address COVID-19 should be strictly followed. However, recent studies indicated that negative results of laboratory screening may not signify the absence of COVID-19 infection. Therefore, it is advised that laboratory technologists and prosecutors in various medical schools should be trained concerning best infection prevention control practices with an emphasis on COVID-19.

Also, the concentration of formalin, phenol, and ethanol which are the basic chemical components of embalming fluid may be increased during this time as special embalming would be required to guarantee safety. However, if a well-embalmed body is supplied to an academic laboratory, such bodies can be immersed in 5-10% formalin with about 60-70% alcohol concentration or initial storage in coolers at a temperature of about 4 degrees Celsius (4°C) for at least 2 weeks before use. Avoid any form of skin contact with the cadaver as far as possible. The mandatory use of personal protective equipment (PPE) such as 3 ply face masks, non-latex disposable gloves, long sleeve laboratory coat with impermeable aprons, and covered shoes among other laboratory procedures should be strictly adhered to by the students and staff. The widely used range of student to cadaver dissection ratio is between 6:1 to 9:1; however, during this COVID-19 pandemic, we recommend a ratio of 4:1 to comply with the social distancing protocols. Consequently, this might lead to an increase in the numbers of cadavers to be dissected.

Dissection classes should also be rescheduled in batches to reduce overcrowding in the laboratory. Washing of hands (up to elbow level) with soap and running water or an alcohol-based hand rub or sanitizer according to WHO recommendations should be observed before and after every dissection sessions, as well as proper removal and disposal of all disposables including face masks, hand gloves, and used blades. All removed tissues from the cadaver should be properly placed in the tissue containers. Furthermore, all laboratory equipment should be sterilized periodically and any case of cut, injury, or accident be reported immediately to the personnel or facilitators present. All other laboratory safety precautions should be strictly adhered to avoid accidental disease transmission from cadavers to students before, during, and after dissection. Also, the dissection halls should be well ventilated with natural ventilation and its environment should be decontaminated periodically as at when due.

In conclusion, the risk of contracting infections when handling cadavers is high if all the safety measures are not in place and strictly adhered to. To achieve this, there is a need for collective efforts and contributions from all major stakeholders primarily in the health and education sectors of the nations. The administrators of medical schools and bodies donation regulatory agencies need to work
together to ensure the cadavers supplied to medical schools are certified as COVID-19 free and safe for anatomical dissections. Lastly, the current coronavirus pandemic might be a pointer for scholars to reason and see the benefits in virtual learning, with an emphasis on virtual dissections whether it can be incorporated into the teaching of anatomy in the modern 21st century digital way. This can be done side by side with the traditional wet dissection method if not totally replaced, especially during this COVID-19 pandemic.
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